ON WEAK HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCE OF SIMPLICIAL AND CUBICAL NERVE
In this paper it is proved that the homotopy groups • W (Il,C 0 ) (see [6; p.85] ) of any small category Ç coincide with the homotopy groups "" n (QC»C ) (see [3] Any functor X_ : Δ 0^--Set, where Set denotes the category of sets, is called a simplicial set.
We denote: X([n]) = Χ(ε*) = d i>n and X(?*) = 8 ±>η . By • we denote the cubical category; objects are partially ordered sets [1] n = [ΐ]*···χ [ΐ] for η ^ 0, where [1]={0<1} and (t 1 ,...,t n ) ^ (t' 1t ...,t' n ) iff ti^ti for i = 1,...,n and morphisms are generated by maps (preservings ) e d »£ : and = [l] n+1 - [l] n for <5 = 0,1 and i = 1,...,n (see [3] ). Any functor X --Set is called a cubical set. is called a category of cubical sets (see [4] ). It is easy to observe that Theorem 1.1 is also true in the cubical theory. -89b -
